Ilija Sutalo has given us a very detailed and fascinating insight into Croatian settlers
in the formative century up to the 1940s. Such a detailed analysis of Croatians has
never before been attempted. Yet Croatians have certainly been here for 150 years
and by the 1930s were well organised and conscious of their nationality. Dr Sutalo’s
work is an invaluable contribution to filling in the gaps in our knowledge of those
many Australians who were not from the British and Irish mainstream, but without
whom Australia could not have developed and grown.
Dr James Jupp (AM) Australian National University
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CROATIANS
IN AUSTRALIA
PIONEERS, SETTLERS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS

Croatians in Australia traces the history of
Croatian settlement in Australia from the
1800s to the present. The main focus of
the book is Croatian pioneers – almost
without exception single men on arrival –
who settled in Australia by 1890. IIija
Sutalo identifies the communities of
Croatian pioneers living in Australia in the
second half of the nineteenth century and
describes their significant contribution to
the development of the wine, fishing and
mining industries.
The first wave of Croatian migration
to Australia was precipitated by the news of
the discovery of gold in 1851. Most of the
new arrivals became miners, working on
the goldfields with varying degrees of
success. After spending time on the goldfields some became seamen, labourers,
fishermen, publicans, vignerons, farmers
and storekeepers. Croatian pioneers worked
and held mining claims together, ran
businesses together, socialised and lived
together. Often very resourceful in the
quest to succeed, many Croatian pioneers
had more than one occupation.
Between 1891 and 1945 the number of
Croatian-born in Australia increased
dramatically, especially the number of
Croatian-born women. These settlers were
better organised and founded many
Croatian clubs which supported social and
cultural activities.
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Large numbers of Croatian settlers
arrived after the Second World War. They
established Croatian community halls,
sporting venues, Catholic parishes, Croatian
language schools and folkloric groups.
Dr Ilija Sutalo shows that many Croatians
and their descendants subsequently made
significant contributions to Australian
society in sports, arts and politics.
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